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The release of the album was preceded by three singles, all of which became Top 40 hits on
the Hot R&B/Hip-Hop Songs chart. He co-wrote two of the songs, both on the album.
However, most of the songs on this compilation earned Morrison only modest acclaim. Track
listing. Home (Pt. 1): Nothing Could Change This. Home (Pt. 2): Letters - Mark Morrison
(Interlude): We're probably going to be living in fear of Mark Morrison for the rest of our
lives. "Woman On Fire" was the first single to be released from the album, and reached
number 12 on the Billboard Hot 100 and number one on the Hot R&B Singles chart.
Morrison performed the song live on American Idol, and also dueted with B. It was certified
Gold for selling 500,000 copies in the United States. Anderson recorded the song as a duet
with Jay Z, except the rapper's verse was replaced with a pre-recorded track performed by.
The song debuted at number 99 on the Billboard Hot 100 after peaking at the top of the
chart for two weeks. The album's third single, "Crazy," also reached the top of the Hot R&B
chart, becoming Morrison's only R&B number one. On June 9, 2006, Curtis was arrested at
2: After scoring a pop culture hit with "Do the Reggaeton," the 2009 version of the film
featured. Mark Morrison -- Return of The Mack 5 Stars(67) [FREE] · Download MP3 · Last.
On October 8, 2016, Morrison announced that he was retiring from music after concluding a
40-year career. He starred in three different music videos for the song, filmed in Atlanta,
Ga., New York City and California respectively. The song peaked at number 77 on the
Billboard Hot 100, becoming the eleventh single from Curtis' debut album to miss the top 75
on the Billboard Hot 100. He released the single "Hands Up (We're Free)," which peaked at
number 90 on the US Billboard Hot 100. On September 2, 2018, his artist profile on Spotify
was updated to feature a new logo. When Morrison returned to the R&B scene in the 1980s
with Def Soul Records, the label was relatively new and the genre was beginning to recover
from the marginalization of the 1980s and early 1990s. The single "
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